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Introduction
By Neville White
Head of RI Policy & Research,
EdenTree Investment Management Limited
The investment market is seeing a strong increase of interest
in ‘sustainability’ and this, our 34th Amity Insight explores the
phenomenon of ‘sustainable investing’ in some detail.
As the world contends with multiple systemic challenges – climate change,

poverty, water scarcity, ecological devastation and rising population – it is not
surprising that interest has grown among some investors in seeking to respond

to these imperatives directly via investment strategies that have come to be

defined as ‘sustainable’. However, guided by principles and ethics, we believe it
important that definitions around the various types of responsible and sustainable

investment on offer to clients are transparent, robust and clear, and this is often
far from simple as there is no widely accepted or consistent definition of what

constitutes ‘sustainable investing’ in the UK market. Moreover, the rush to launch

new or re-labelled products as ‘sustainable’ may have the potential for mis-selling.
Knowing the importance of avoiding ‘greenwash’ and building on our recently

rearticulated Amity process, we seek to define in this Insight what ‘sustainable
investing’ means for us as a House, as applied to our process.

The definition we arrive at is informed by the emerging economic models of

‘transition’ and ‘circularity’, coupled with an appreciation of how the Sustainable
Development Goals support our thinking.

We then look at the sustainable investment opportunity set and present some case
studies of ‘sustainable investing’ in action through the lens of stock selection.

With 30 years of experience in delivering ‘profits with principles’ for clients, we
take pride in doing this thoughtfully and with integrity. Our Global Fund Manager,

David Osfield CFA, sets out in an interview how sustainable investing drives much
of his thinking in constructing portfolios ‘built for the future’.

As ever we hope you enjoy reading this Insight, and welcome feedback.
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Sustainable
Investing
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The Problem of Definitions
The responsible and sustainable investment landscape has become
confusing and overcrowded with terminology that ‘excludes’ rather
than enables. There is also little clarity or agreement what the various
terminologies mean – to take just a few, clients have to grapple with
ethical, SRI, ESG, Best in Class, stewardship, sustainability and impact.
‘SRI’ (socially responsible investment), which emerged as an investment strategy
in the early 2000s, is in part being superseded by ‘risk based’ models such as

ESG (environment, social and governance) integration. However, there exists

a degree of interchangeability, which can be unhelpful. Ultimately, confusion

and poorly regulated product labelling may potentially lead to mis-selling.
Whereas SRI considered holistic approaches to company performance from a

responsibility and values perspective, ESG is more risk driven and focuses in the
main on financial materiality rather than on responsible business practices; it has
become the de-facto ‘common denominator’ for integrating environmental, social
and governance risks.

[the focus on] how finance can be a force for good …also raised for me,
again, the question of what is and what is not ethical, green, impact, ESG
or socially responsible investing. That there are so many words you can
use to describe financial do-goodery gives you a clue that it isn’t easy.”
Merryn Somerset-Webb Editor-in Chief, Money Week

 A
 t EdenTree we believe responsibility is fundamental to how we view stocks

and in deciding whether they are suitable for inclusion in the Amity Funds.
Assessing ESG risk is important in identifying key impacts – but not as a

standalone strategy. We seek to integrate Responsibility and ESG as part of
our in-depth screening process.
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Context for Sustainable Investing
In a recent report, the Institute for Public Policy Research (IPPR)1 calls
this the ‘age of environmental breakdown’. It contends that negative
human impact is eroding and permanently degrading all natural
systems. The report notes that the 20 warmest years since 1850 have
occurred in the past 22 years; that vertebrate populations have fallen
by an average of 60% since the 1970s; that more than 75% of all land
is degraded and that extinction rates are now between 100-1000 times
higher than the ‘background’ rate of natural extinction.

Defining Sustainability

The IPPR report pulls few punches. The erosion of natural systems caused by

The dictionary definition of ‘sustainability’ is
usually stated as ‘an ability to be maintained
at a certain rate or level over time’, or ‘the
avoidance of the depletion of natural resources
that cannot be replaced’, the latter definition
emanates from the 1987 Brundtland Report4
‘Our Common Future’ which first articulated the
term ‘sustainable development’, and remains
the key text for defining the principles that lie
behind sustainability.

and other species can thrive. It calls for a socio-economic transformation that is

As long ago as 1987, Brundtland recognised the need for

Humanity has the ability to make
development sustainable to ensure
that it meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs.”
Our Common Future, 1987

unsustainable human impacts places at risk the conditions in which humans
sustainable and just, and which builds in resilience to the impacts of environmental

co-operation to manage social, ecological and economic

breakdown; one of the areas specifically referenced is markets.

The Global Risks Landscape Report2, published annually by the World Economic
Forum, supports the IPPR’s pessimistic outlook by viewing four of the six most

pressing socio-economic risks facing the world by likelihood or impact to be

environmental in nature, with extreme weather events and failure of climate change
mitigation and adaptation the #1 and #2 risks by likelihood and the #3 and #2 risks
by impact.

There remain many social shortfalls: Vulnerable employment is on the rise, globally
approximately 10% of people live below the international poverty line, and in excess

interdependence. Far from requiring the cessation of
economic growth, it called for a new era of investment

Sustainable development is a process
of change in which the exploitation of
resources, the direction of investments,
the orientation of technological
development and institutional change
are all in harmony.”

to address these pressing concerns, by referencing the
concept of needs (in particular the needs of the poor)
and the idea of limitations on the natural world’s ability
to go on meeting present and future needs.

Essentially, this was the first attempt at thinking in which

capital allocation might contribute towards a sustainable
future, particularly in the areas of food security, species

Our Common Future, 1987

and ecosystems, energy choices and industry producing

of 600m children of primary and lower secondary school age are not achieving

more – with less.

minimum proficiency in reading and maths. Worldwide, 40m people – men, women
and children – are trapped in Modern Slavery3.

We might conclude from these synopses that sustainability must form part of any
response to the significant social and environmental impacts facing the world, in
which sustainable investing could be seen as ‘resilience capital’. Whilst governments

must lead, capital markets undoubtedly have a role to play in allocating capital
responsibly and sustainably to address these major problems.
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The Sustainable
Development Goals

Mapping the SDGs to our process
Our Amity process that incorporates six ESG/Responsibility criteria and four

Sustainability themes can be mapped adequately to the 17 SDGs – however mapping
individual Fund holdings presents great challenges!

Arising out of the UN commissioned Brundtland
Report, the eight Millennium Development Goals
(MDGs) were agreed at a UN Summit in 2000 for
delivery by 2015. The Goals were supported by
21 targets. At the time the UN called the Goals
‘the most successful anti-poverty movement
in history’ with notable successes achieved in
reducing absolute poverty, increasing primary
school enrolment, reducing child and maternal
mortality and greatly improving access to
potable drinking water and sanitation.

We are seeing strong interest from clients for ‘impact

In 2015, the MDGs were replaced by the 17 Sustainable

disclose how they are contributing to meeting the goals

delivery by 2030. The SDGs are ambitious, but are primarily

report the impact of stock selection in helping to meet

– they are not built for business or investors.

individual holdings to the 17 SDGs, we believe there is

metrics’ and to map Fund holdings against the SDGs.

We know that some thematic Funds have begun to map

Responsibility/ESG

BUSINESS
ETHICS

holdings against them. Some of the inherent problems

already outlined in terms of product definitions are
replicated in so-called SDG mapping. Companies are

tending to reference the Goals indiscriminately, and seldom

CORPORATE
GOVERNANCE

with regard to the underlying targets. In an Expert Brief5,
we outlined at some length our views on the challenges

for investors of meaningful SDG mapping given the lack

COMMUNITY

of corporate data available to effect a scientific approach.

We believe it’s important that companies themselves

Development Goals (SDGs), supported by 169 targets for

and underlying targets before investors can accurately

designed for governments and other supra-national bodies

the Goals. Whilst we have therefore resisted mapping
close correlation between the Goals themselves and

EMPLOYMENT
& LABOUR

ENVIRONMENTAL
MANAGEMENT

our responsible and sustainable investment process, as
shown below.

HUMAN RIGHTS

Sustainability/Thematic

EDUCATION

HEALTH &
WELLBEING

SOCIAL
INFRASTRUCTURE

SUSTAINABLE
SOLUTIONS
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Models for Change
In thinking about how we arrive at an appropriate definition
of ‘sustainable investing’, two emerging economic models
have been informative: Transition and Circularity.

1. Transition
Just Transition Theory explores integrating social and environmental
dimensions to build a socially inclusive and socially just economy.
Climate change and the urgent need to decarbonise lie at the heart of
the transition model.
This model represents a strategic approach to sustainability, with, for example,
renewable energy infrastructure and net-zero emission strategies. The model
sets out 10 dimensions for investors to consider with options that include capital
allocation, policy dialogue strategy and investor engagement.7

 As EdenTree manages general equity and fixed interest Funds, transition is

best reflected as part of capital allocation and investor engagement. We reflect

some of these dimensions in our Fixed Interest Funds (green, social and charity

bonds), in general equity (companies whose business models are transitioning)
and in Sovereign paper (development and reconstruction banks).

Engagement is centred on tackling climate resilience via several strategic
partnerships including the CDP (formerly Carbon Disclosure Project) and

IIGCC (Institutional Investors Group on Climate Change). We use the former’s

comprehensive data bank to inform engagement, and the latter for participating
in collaborative public policy initiatives.

We are supporters of the TCFD (Taskforce on Climate-related Financial Disclosures)

and use their framework as part of our stock screening and engagement processes.
We reflect capital allocation decisions by removing or reducing allocation to high
emitting stocks and sectors, and encouraging transition models.

A just transition is an economy-wide process that produces the
plans, policies and investments that lead to a future where all
jobs are green and decent, emissions are a net-zero, poverty is
eradicated and communities are thriving and resilient.”6

 EdenTree routinely engages on climate change, setting robust emissions
reduction targets, supports the TCFD framework and seeks to make
portfolios carbon aware

 In 2019 we will look at carbon budgets or carbon reduction targets
 EdenTree invests in a range of green, social and charity Bonds as well as
supranational entities such as development and reconstruction banks

 EdenTree has allocated capital to transition stocks
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2. Circularity

The principles behind circularity distinguish between

In Doughnut Economics, Kate Raworth sets out the

technical and biological cycles i.e. biological processes

concept of ‘planetary boundaries’ where the challenge

are designed to feedback into the system by way of

is to meet the needs of all within the means of Earth’s

organic recycling, composting or anaerobic digestion

resources. The ‘doughnut’ therefore explores the concept

to regenerate living systems such as soil nutrition.

of an ecological ceiling above which lies an ‘overshoot; in

Technical cycles seek to recover and restore non-

the planet’s ability to restore and replenish, and a ‘social

organic products, components and materials to effect

foundation’, in which lie 12 basic necessities (food,

reuse, repair and restore.

A circular economy is one that is restorative
and regenerative by design.”
edentree

Ellen Macarthur Foundation

water, health, income, work etc.) derived from minimum
standards as set out in the 17 SDGs. The theory neatly

We are attracted to circular economy models from an

unites environmental sustainability and social justice.

investment perspective because companies that adopt

them are at the forefront of competencies that design

However,

out waste, innovate traditional business models, have
entrepreneurial scale and enable market incentives to

capital

markets

are

not

is rampant, but the imperative for change is beginning

lead by example.

investment management

conventional

constructed with sustainability in mind; short-termism
to gain traction. We see companies as being in the

vanguard, leading by example to transition their business

AMITY INSIGHT

THE WASTE PROBLEM

models – circular economy models in particular present

 As EdenTree manages general equity and fixed

In ‘The Waste Problem’, our 2018 Amity Insight, we introduced the
idea of the circular economy as one that aims to re-define growth by
decoupling economic activity from the consumption of finite resources.

From “Take, Make & Dispose” to a Circular Approach

Modern production builds in time-limited obsolescence by encouraging the ‘must-

have-next-thing’ (mobile phones, white goods, electronics etc.). Transitioning to a

exciting – differing – opportunities, and we are finding

interest Funds, circularity is best reflected as part

sustainable solutions across sectors and regions based

of capital allocation and investor engagement.

on social and environmental sustainability.

We reflect some of these dimensions in our Fixed

Interest Funds (green, social and charity bonds)

and in general equity (companies whose business
models are part of a circular economy models).

circular economy model could unleash $1trillion of new business into the global

economy8, whilst a report published by Accenture, ‘Waste to Wealth’, projected

PROFIT WITH PRINCIPLES

$4.5 trillion of economic value-add from ‘going circular’9.

The difficulty lies not so much in
developing new ideas as in escaping
from old ones.”

Engagement is centred on supporting circularity models

and encouraging capital allocation that enables circularity
where this meets our investment requirements.

John Maynard Keynes (1882-1946)
 EdenTree invests in a range of corporate bonds
that might support the circular economy

Linear economy

Circular economy

Natural resources

Natural resources

 EdenTree engages with companies on developing
circular models e.g. waste, construction

 EdenTree has allocated capital to circular economy
stocks

Renewable
resources

Use

Nonrenewable
resources

Renewable
resources

Use

Nonrenewable
resources

It is beyond the scope of this Insight to remodel
economic orthodoxy, but the theories of ‘transition’
and ‘circularity’ challenge conventional growth-withoutpurpose theories. They each envision a world that is

increasingly exploited and exhausted – the definition of
Landfill and incinerate

Landfill and incinerate

being unsustainable.

Transition towards a circular economy
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Defining ‘sustainable investing’
at EdenTree

Although not exhaustive, we have identified 11 discrete areas in which
a sustainable solution might comfortably be categorised:

Energy Efficiency

Green Buildings

Financial Inclusion
As a House committed to ‘Profits with Principles’ we feel it is
imperative to define for clients what in our view constitutes
‘sustainable investing’. Our long-established Amity process has
had three themes as part of our overall approach – education,
health & wellbeing and urban regeneration.

Pollution Prevention
& Control

Renewable Energy

Green Finance

Sustainable Agriculture

Sustainable Transport

Safety & Security

Sustainable Waste

Water

In evolving our process (see Expert Brief ‘Our Responsible and Sustainable

Approach’), we have widened the concept of ‘urban regeneration’ to become
‘social infrastructure’, and added a fourth theme – Sustainable Solutions.

At the heart of our approach, we continue to emphasise business responsibility
as a priority – our Ethics and ESG screens effectively ‘enable’ stocks into the

These core sustainable solutions are frequently captured as part of our flagship

thought-leadership in which we explore a major macro-economic issue, setting out
the investment opportunity set.

Funds or prevent their inclusion. We also reflect our long-standing approach
that recognises negative factors can act as an anti-sustainability investment.

We have arrived at the following definitions based on our historic and evolving
approach, our four sustainability themes and integrating new economic
thinking around transition and circularity.

edentree

edentree

AMITY INSIGHT

AMITY INSIGHT

THE WASTE PROBLEM

Feeding the World: Threats and Opportunities

From “Take, Make & Dispose” to a Circular Approach

AMITY INSIGHT

as Transition Champions where they are transforming their businesses to

AMITY INSIGHT

THIRSTY PLANET REVISITED

circular economy models or are leading a transition approach

depletion imperatives

Transition Champions reflect how a business model is directed whilst a
Sustainable Solution reflects the targeted provision of goods and services to
a need.

SUSTAINABLE CITIES
Challenges and opportunities arising from urbanisation

Scarcity | Risk | Opportunity

PROFIT WITH PRINCIPLES

are providing goods and services that specifically respond to

environmental and social need, or address low carbon and resource

PROFIT WITH PRINCIPLES

PROFIT WITH PRINCIPLES

 P
 ollution Prevention
& Control

 Pollution Prevention
& Control

 Energy Efficiency

 Sustainable Agriculture

 Sustainable Agriculture

 Sustainable Waste

 Water

 Sustainable Transport

 Water

 Renewable Energy
 Green Buildings
 Green Finance
 Safety & Security

We capture Sustainable Solutions through the Thematic/Sustainability part of
the EdenTree process; a stock idea may be a Transition Champion without

 Sustainable Waste
 Water

necessarily being a Sustainable Solution!
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investment management

investment management

HUNGRY PLANET REVISITED:

Mainstream companies participating in the real economy may be viewed

We may view companies to be a Sustainable Solution where they

edentree

edentree

investment management

investment management
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PROFIT WITH PRINCIPLES

 Pollution Prevention
& Control
 Sustainable Waste

Seeking Out The
Sustainability
Opportunity Set
We view sustainability as a key ‘locomotive for change’ in investment
decision making. Sustainable investment is already attracting
significant capital inflows and we believe this will only continue. As
we support Transition Champions and Sustainable Solutions in our

process, we view these to be both environmental and social in scope
even though opportunities to invest in social change are fewer. In any
case, capital allocation to sustainable solutions is vital if transition is
to be effected.
Our award-winning process relies on Fund Manager stock ideas passing the

various responsible and sustainable screens: this will not change. Our EthicsValues screen (exclusion) and ESG-Responsibility (six areas of environmental,
social and governance risk) remain core to the integrity of the process.

The Sustainability-Thematic part of the process incorporates our core themes of
Education; Health & Wellbeing; Social Infrastructure and Sustainable Solutions.

Ethics/Values

Exclusions

ESG/Responsibility

Sustainability/Thermatic

Sustainability Opportunity Set

Some exclusions
would be viewed
as anti-sustainable
e.g. Tobacco
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Interview:

David Osfield CFA Global Fund Manager

David joined EdenTree in July 2016 as joint Fund Manager on the Amity International Fund after
beginning his career at Alliance Trust in 2002. During his time there David largely focused on Asian
equities, although he has also covered pan-European and Global equities. His investment philosophy
focuses on long-term, bottom-up investing and is passionate about sustainable investing having

David answers questions on why he puts ‘sustainability’ at the heart of his investment approach.

completed a course in Sustainability Leadership at the University of Cambridge Institute. David has a
First class BA (Hons) in Business Finance from Durham University and is a CFA Charter holder.

What does sustainability mean to you in terms
of defining it?

In a global equities portfolio, what in your view
is the balance between selecting ‘old economy’
stocks and sustainable solutions in terms of
stock diversity?

I think we are very quick to label or pigeonhole terms in our

industry. The widely accepted definition of sustainability

in an investment context is quite clinically interpreted

as incorporating environmental, social and governance
factors into company analysis with an over-arching

responsible philosophy. For me, it requires broader
and deeper analysis of what the company is making or

providing and how this output will effect society in the

long-term. Personally, I would say we are experiencing a
generational shift towards holding companies to account
for their impact on society. Increased transparency and
reporting has been augmented by digital search, while

social media vehicles can quickly mobilise opinion and

change market behaviours. As investors, we need to be
fully aware of these powerful forces.

What do you look for in a stock which offers
sustainable solutions or is a transition champion?
Fundamentally, we are assessing whether the product

or service the company is offering is solving a significant

Is there ever a tension in your view between
delivering long-term financial performance for
investors and choosing sustainable options?

So, does sustainable investing therefore lead to
buying higher growth companies?
While we would expect companies that are providing

On the contrary, I feel that this is especially aligned

sustainable solutions to grow in excess of the economy

diversified portfolios that can withstand periods of

solutions that our target companies are providing are

this and values that company accordingly is a critical

firms that harness physical assets and industrial

are likely to persist over periods lasting more than a few

Using our contrarian approach, we aim to identify those

significant sustainable opportunities in manufacturing

experience of back-testing data over the long-term is

leaders, and this often takes us into areas where those

and have identified a number of incumbent stocks that

academic studies support this thesis. Stepping back from

cap companies, and into regions such as Asia where

Traditional companies can often make small, technology-

that are successfully providing solutions or products

critical that we avoid paying a very full valuation for a

of sustainability. Conversely, new economy stocks should

likely to see demand in excess of the broad economy,

is subject to industry disruption.

experience would suggest value creation is not a given for

product or service is seeing above trend demand, there

we look for sustainable solutions across a broad range

and healthy profitability. Moreover, we have regularly

Overall, do you see sustainability as a fad,
fashion or the future of investment?

geographies and business models to ensure we achieve

policies, enabling accurate measurement and effective

We remain acutely aware of the need to build resilient,

to long-term investing. The sustainable products and

over the long-term, how well the market anticipates

market volatility. The perception that old economy

often aimed at addressing problems and challenges that

determinant in delivering superior investment returns.

processes are unable to innovate is misplaced. We see

months or years. In terms of financial performance, my

companies that are not well recognised as sustainable

and agriculture alone to address resource efficiency,

particularly supportive, but increasingly independent

characteristics are under-researched, outside of large-

are transitioning as exciting investment opportunities.

the granularity, it is a coherent argument – companies

there is a nascent focus on sustainable investing. It is

enhancing acquisitions that can be transformative in terms

to some of the biggest global challenges are more

sustainable solution provider, only to find the company

not automatically be seen as solutions providers, and

through the cycle. All other things being equal, if that

disruptive companies. Overall, in constructing companies,

is a greater chance of having a degree of pricing power

of industries, encompassing a variety of factor risks,

found that companies that have robust environmental

appropriate diversification and risk management.

management of key cost items, have superior and less

challenge or problem in society. Our Amity Insights

Clearly the demand for sustainable investment has
increased significantly of late, but the suggestion that

this is merely a passing phase or fad is misplaced.

volatile margin structure. But, before we get too carried

Personally, I believe we are just beginning a journey to

away, there is no one-size fits all sustainable formula

represent our differentiated thought-leadership around

much wider adoption. Obviously, my answer is inherently

– just because a company is creating a sustainable

identifying many of these key issues, but they should

biased, given I have chosen to focus my career on

product or solution doesn’t necessarily make it a

not be seen as exhaustive. Whether it is reducing global

investing sustainably. What was originally seen as niche

suitable investment. We undertake the same rigorous

carbon emissions, or tackling obesity, or reducing our

Traditional companies can often
make small, technology-enhancing
acquisitions that can be transformative
in terms of sustainability.”

enormous waste footprint, there are often multi-faceted
opportunities to address the issue. It is critical to assess

both the materiality and intentionality of the company’s
approach, as well as the effectiveness of the company’s

broader strategy and execution. Conversely, we also

is now seeing significant demand from end clients, and

fundamental analysis as a non-sustainable investment

we expect this dynamic to increase further as wealth

process, and critically we are particularly sensitive to

transfers to a generation that has grown up with a values

valuation which can often be excessive in high-profile

framework that is aligned with sustainable investing. It’s

sustainable leaders.

not just a question of how much my portfolio will return,

but increasingly the question of how their portfolio is

need to guard against greenwash and creative marketing

invested is being asked. It’s incumbent on us as both

and hold companies to account for over-stating the

responsible and sustainable investors to deliver both

sustainable nature of their offering.

outcomes to the end client.
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Applying
‘Sustainability’
to Investment

1. Education:
Education is a core investment theme, but has a much smaller universe than Health

& Wellbeing. We are well positioned across academic, professional and school-age
learning media.

2. Health & Wellbeing:
Health & Wellbeing is a core investment theme with a strong universe of companies.
We are extremely well positioned across the healthcare value chain including:
 Pharmaceuticals

 Bio-tech and Med-tech

 Devices

We hold seven of the top 10 companies rated in the 2018 Access to Medicine Index

So far we have set out how our thinking via the emerging economic
theories of transition and circularity have led us to define what we
mean by ‘sustainable investing’ as one that incorporates social
and environmental imperatives.
The definition we have arrived at supports the concept of Transition Champions

and Sustainable Solutions as drivers of change. The sustainability opportunity
set therefore includes our four themes – education, health & wellbeing, social
infrastructure and sustainable solutions. Within sustainable solutions we

have highlighted 11 potential areas that would fall within this definition (e.g.
water, waste, sustainable transport, green buildings etc.). Finally within the

mainstream investment universe – companies not predominately solutions

3. Social Infrastructure:

based – we identify those companies (Transition Champions) that are evolving
their business models towards transition and circularity.

Social Infrastructure is a core investment theme (and replaces ‘urban regeneration’ in our

Our range of Amity Funds for retail and charity clients invest across the world in
keeping with our Responsible and Sustainable approach. As general equity and

fixed interest investors, many companies will not necessarily provide sustainable

earlier articulated process). This includes any infrastructure that has wide public or private
social utility. We have exposure mostly through construction and social bonds e.g. housing
associations and care.

solutions; others may not be well advanced in changing to a transition or circular
economy model. All stocks, however, need to pass our screens to be included
in the Funds. We set out here some interesting stock ideas – some held – some
not – which support the case for investing sustainably.

Across our Thematic/Sustainability discretionary strand, EdenTree is well
represented in the four core areas of Education, Health & Wellbeing, Social
Infrastructure and Sustainable Solutions.
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Investing in Sustainable Solutions

Sustainable Solutions Case Study: Safety & Security
 Halma is a UK provider of safety and protection systems

 Process safety includes flammable and hazardous gas
detection and pressure systems

 The company’s core focus is safety, health and the
environment

 Infrastructure safety includes fire and smoke
detection, fire suppression, and sensors

 Specialisms in process safety and infrastructure safety

 Held in Amity UK

 The company is also a strong Health & Wellbeing

Our fourth core theme is Sustainable Solutions, which we define
earlier in the Insight. Under our definition, to be included as a
Sustainable Solution, a company should derive the majority of its
earnings specifically from providing goods and services that support
sustainable development as highlighted in the 17 SDGS.

player (primary eye care) and environmental services

(photonics, water analysis and treatment, monitoring)

Sustainable Solutions Case Study: Water

We have identified 11 areas from which a sustainable solution may be drawn, including

renewable energy, sustainable transport, water, waste and green finance. Below are

some examples of companies that fall within our definition of a ‘sustainable solution’.

 Xylem is a US domiciled leading water technology

• Biological testing and filtration to remove contaminants

company

• Wastewater treatment and purification

 The company provides ‘smart solutions’ to meet water

Sustainable Solutions Case Study: Renewable Energy
 G
 reencoat UK Wind invests in operating UK

 There will be c£70bn of assets in wind operating

 Invests solely in onshore and offshore UK wind farms

 Portfolio of 30 wind farms with net generating

 It is the only wind focused infrastructure fund listed

 The assets have produced in excess of 3.3TWh

 P
 rojects generate >10MW of installed capacity

 Held in Amity Balanced and Amity UK. A sister

wind farms

by 2020

which are producing income

capacity of 785MW

in the UK

since inception

company, Greencoat Renewables, is held in

 A
 ttractive and dynamic market with total consented

Amity European

assets of £60bn

• Measures and monitors water quality

and wastewater needs

 Applications include industrial (process water for

 The company operates innovatively across the water

heating, cooling), residential (supply and heating),

cycle in 150 countries providing:

commercial (supply and heating), agricultural (irrigation)
 Screened as suitable but not currently held

• Pumps for treatment and transport
• Filtration and disinfection to clean and purify

Sustainable Solutions Case Study: Agriculture
 Lindsay Corp. is a US based agricultural and

 Sustainable drivers include:

transportation enterprise

• Global food security and yield enhancement

 The company manufactures farm and

• Water use efficiency

construction equipment

Sustainable Solutions Case Study: Pollution Prevention

• Climate change

 Its irrigation division represents 80% of revenues

• Technology and increasing ‘smart’ options for farmers

 It is a global leader in mechanised irrigation systems

 Its equipment is adaptable across a range of crops in

(32% market share)

 H
 oriba is a Japanese provider of environmental

 Specialisms include algal bloom, fluorescence

instrumentation founded in 1945

all terrains

 Its products are used across 12m acres in 90 countries

 Farm mapping software affords precision mapping to
maximise yield

spectroscopy, traceability waste water and soil

  Screened as suitable but not currently held

analysis, calcium measurement in drinking water,

 T
 he company provides highly accurate measuring

disinfection, chlorine, bromine and iodine analysis

instruments for analysing water quality

 The company also provides waste water treatment
and analysis

 Held in Amity Global Equity and Amity International
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Investible Themes: Circularity

Renewi is a UK domiciled leading waste-to-product company and operates 200

sites across Europe and North America. The company focuses on making valuable
products from waste rather than through disposal (landfill and incineration)

 Across the value chain Renewi processes

 plastic with wholly recycled content, clean

commercial, hazardous, municipal and mono-

soil, bio-gas, aggregates, green electricity and

stream waste
Finally, we set out some examples of companies we are excited about as highlighting

the concepts of ‘transition’ and ‘circularity’ found within the broad universe of
investible securities.

industrial organics for the agricultural sector

  Coolrec is a global leader in circular economy

 The latter processes specific waste streams –
electronic and electrical; organic, fly ash

plastics from waste electronic products to create
secondary raw materials

 Technologies include anaerobic digestion,

 Held in the Amity UK Fund

composting, re-processing to produce new

Mohawk Industries, Inc. designs, manufactures, sources, distributes, and

Monostreams Business Model

markets flooring products and is headquartered in the US.

INPUT

Market cap: USD 15.7 billion.
 In the US it introduced a take-back programme

bottles - more than 5.5 billion per year

to recycle used carpets and integrate them in the
production

 It also reused 25 million pounds of tyres to produce

  It was recently added as a new holding in the Amity

decorative crumb rubber mats

COOLREC

 Mohawk is one of the largest recyclers of PET

OUTPUT
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Investible Themes: Transition

Ørsted (formerly Danish Oil & Natural Gas) has expanded rapidly into

renewables. Ørsted is one of a small number of companies to have taken
the ‘Pledge for a Just Transition to Decent Jobs’, ensuring a commitment to
social dialogue with workers and their unions; fundamental rights, including
the International Labour Organisation (ILO) core labour standards and ILO
occupational health and safety standards; social protection, including pension

and health; and wage guarantees, including prevailing wage rates for skilled
workers in the relevant industries.

It now has the largest market share in global offshore wind.

DS Smith is a UK domiciled provider of corrugated packaging, present in 37
countries. DS Smith has transitioned from being a manufacturer of paper based
packaging from virgin materials to a collector of waste paper from which it
makes new products.
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 In 2018 Ørsted set new targets to complete its
fossil fuels

cardboard which supplies the majority of their

of sustainable packaging solutions

mill production

 T
 he company is able to recycle up to 2.5bn single-

 The company offers a range of added value services

use coffee cups every year at its Kent paper mill!

including carbon management, sustainable waste
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2016

2017

and US wind sectors with 14 UK wind farms

 Emissions have fallen dramatically and the

  In total DKK365bn will have been invested to

company is 27 years ahead of the necessary

complete its transition

reductions trajectory for the sector
 Not currently held in Amity

 Between 75-85% of all new investment will be in
offshore wind

  Held in Amity Balanced and Amity UK

management tools and supply cycle management

2015

2018

 Ørsted is active in the UK, Danish, German, Dutch

following DKK200bn of investment

 D
 S Smith’s strategy is to be the leading supplier

2014

will be 7.45GW by 2020 and 15GW by 2025

 By 2025 the company will be 99% green energy

 DS Smith recycles 5m tonnes of paper and

2013

 Installed capacity of renewable (wind) energy

strategic shift into green energy and away from

Paper

2012
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Conclusion

Our People

Sustainability and sustainable investing is
becoming an increasingly dominant concept
in the UK investment landscape. However, we
believe this accelerated appetite brings with it
challenges and risks; in particular, the problem
of defining what sustainable investing really
means and therefore potential for ‘greenwash’
and product mis-selling as new ‘sustainable’
products are rushed to market.

We have long invested thematically across our

Amity range, in particular supporting investment in
education, health & wellbeing and social infrastructure
led businesses. However, not all companies we invest
in will support one of these themes or indeed be a

company must also be a responsible business to be
acceptable for investment; the two go hand in hand to
drive our compelling offer to clients.

Unsurprisingly, our concerns at the potential for mis-

one that is capturing the imagination of markets,

this Amity Insight to set out how we define and integrate

clearly and transparently defined.

works.

locomotive of change in investment decision making,

selling in the sustainable investing space has led us in

investors and society, but one too which needs to be

Sustainable

model

Robin Hepworth

Philip Harris

Chief Investment Officer

Fund Manager

to pass our Ethics and ESG screens – a sustainable

Ultimately we view sustainable investing to be a

and

Fund Manager

our sustainable themes, companies are still required

of our approach by making it clear to clients how
Responsible

David Katimbo-Mugwanya

Chief Executive Officer

sustainable solutions proxy. Where they do support

We have always believed deeply in the thoroughness
our

Sue Round

‘sustainability’ into our investment process in order
to be clear, transparent and communicate our view of
sustainable investing to the marketplace.

Neville White

Thomas Fitzgerald

Head of Responsible &
Sustainable Investment

Fund Manager

Sources:

The definition we arrive at in this Insight is informed

1 This is a Crisis; Facing up to the Age of Environmental Breakdown.
Institute for Public Policy Research February 2019

‘circularity’, focusing in the main on environmental

2 World Economic Forum The Global Risks Report 14th Edition 2019

by compelling economic models of ‘transition’ and

3 UNSDG; Global Slavery Index

risks and solutions, whilst keeping firmly in mind key

4 Report of the World Commission on Environment and Development
1987

social imperatives. This leads us to the twin concepts
of ‘Transition Champions’ and ‘Sustainable Solutions’

Chris Hiorns

Lydia Greasley

Senior Fund Manager

Investment Analyst

5 RI Expert Briefing The Sustainable Development Goals June 2018
www.edentreeim.com

as how we at EdenTree define sustainability. We define

6 Investing in a Just transition www.lse.ac.uk/granthaminstitute

the former as mainstream companies that are leading a

7 ibid

strategic transition in their business models, whilst the

8 Circular economy Opportunity www.mckinsey.com

latter are providing dedicated solutions that address key

9 Waste to Wealth: Creating Advantage in a Circular Economy
www.accenture.com

environmental and social needs.
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Ketan Patel

Esmé van Herwijnen

Fund Manager

Responsible Investment Analyst

David Osfield

Jon Mowll

Fund Manager

Responsible Investment Analyst
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How to contact us
We hope you have found this Amity Insight interesting and
useful. If you have any questions, or would like to know more
about our responsible investment, in-house research and
analysis, please get in touch.

Call: 0800 011 3821
Fax: 020 7528 7365
Email: information@edentreeim.com
Go to: www.edentreeim.com
Write to us or visit: 24 Monument Street, London, EC3R 8AJ

edentree
investment management

EdenTree Investment Management Limited (EdenTree) Reg. No. 2519319. Registered in England at Beaufort House, Brunswick Road, Gloucester, GL1 1JZ, United
Kingdom. EdenTree is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and is a member of the Investment Association. Firm Reference Number 527473.
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